
Dear Parents / Carers, 

 

While your young person is at home here are some ideas for students in C2 to do. 

 

Please risk assess all activities as appropriate for your own child at home. 

 

Please see the “Wake and Shake” information below for our normal morning 

routine. 

 

Keep an eye on the website for new ideas, which will be uploaded regularly. 

 

Thinking skills: when you can please focus on your young person using their sense 

of smell, touch, looking, listening and taste where appropriate. 

 

Cooking: lots of exploring of ingredients, looking at flour falling through a sieve, 

feeling butter and letting it melt in fingers, listening to lentils / dry pulses in a 

saucepan, feeling cold peas, watching eggs broken into a bowl etc. 

 

Kitchen science: using bicarbonate of soda, vinegar, oil, food colour lemonade etc 

to make volcanoes, lava lamps etc. The students have really enjoyed making these 

in class and love the strong smells and visual effects. 

 

Bubbles: using washing up liquid feeling vibrations blowing bubbles into a cup, 

watching bubbles overflow. 

 

Stories: There will be sensory stories uploaded weekly which we have done in 

class over a period of time for you to share with your young person. All are 

adapted from class to work with resources that you will probably have at home. 



 

Wake Shake Routine 

 

Day of the week song; YouTube: Search for Cbeebies ‘Monday song’, ‘Tuesday 

song’ etc 

Wake and Shake – ideally need to be in supportive seating if possible 

Follow your young person’s lead with this – some days they manage this better 

than others and it is important they don’t feel stressed and pressured but is 

encouraged to do as much as they can. 

Focus on your young person when doing this so there are no distractions 

 

Parachute – this can be a large scarf, table cloth etc 

Beautiful Ghosts: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trIjpVH8h88 

Stretches: 

Sailing - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34jZePnMQNQ 

Tell them which part they are stretching, Then ‘say stretching for 5’ and support  

to stretch, they can also reach for a ball, balloon, favourite toy ( this incorporates 

some physio/OT too.) Encourage them to stretch up, stretch to each side, stretch 

forward. 

Deep pressure: 

George Ezra – Shotgun  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Suzm8thg13M 

Deep pressure needs to be gentle but firm and using whole hand, not fingers. 

Keep the pace steady 

Tell them which part you are pressing eg ‘pressing your right shoulder 1,2,3,4,..’ 

etc,’ pressing your left shoulder’, ‘pressing your left arm’, this is two handed 

pressure down left arm, then right. This can be done down the outside of legs too. 

You could use a softish ball for this instead rolling up and down limbs and over 

shoulders with some pressure 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trIjpVH8h88
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34jZePnMQNQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Suzm8thg13M


 

Patting :  

William Tell  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGPys3sKBHw 

This is slightly quicker with patting up and down arms, across  shoulders etc 

This should be hard enough to feel slightly ‘tingly’ so the students are aware of 

the parts of their body. 

 

Calm down / Quiet/ Relax  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGPys3sKBHw

